icosahedron / filth (1 word per face)
1. FILTH
2. MUCK
3. DIRT
4. MUCK
5. GRIME
6. TRASH
7. SCUM
8. SMUT
9. CRUD
10. GROT
11. GUNGE
12. GUNK
13. YUCK
14. MIRE
15. SLIME
16. DROSS
17. GRUNGE
18. DUNG
19. CRAP
20. SHIT

icosahedron / filth (1 word per face, any order)
1. EROTO
2. PROCTO
3. SCATO
4. COPRO
5. PORNO
6. ZOO
7. THANATO
8. PÆDO
9. PHORIA
10. SCOPY
11. GRAPHY
12. LOGY
13. SOPHY
14. GNOMY
15. PHILIA
16. MANIA
17. PHOBIA
18. PATHY
19. PHAGY
20. NAUT

icosahedron (2-sets together, in any order)
1. SEXLESS
2. LUST
3. ORIFICIAL
4. SACRIFICE
5. PLATONIC
6. RAPE
7. SCATO
8. GRAPHY
9. ZEUS
10. SNUFF
11. ALIEN
12. THROAT
13. SQUIRT
14. ESSENCE
15. COPRO
16. PHORIA
17. ARSE
18. ARES
19. QUEEF
20. QUEEN

(See configuration on next page)

Words coupled as followed, ideally closer to the edge than this, so one can see they are really
together:

PLATONIC

RAPE

icosahedron (any order)
1. CUNNILINGUING
2. OCTOPUSES
3. TENTACULATE
4. CLITORISES
5. SEA LEECHES
6. PUSSY JUICES
7. WORM
8. SHOWER
9. ANAL
10. EELS
11. DONKEY
12. BUKKAKE
13. RACEHORSES
14. GLORY HOLES
15. HOLOTHURIAN
16. LOLITAS
17. SWAN
18. RAPE
19. GRIFFINFLY
20. DOGGY STYLE

(See configuration on next page)

Words coupled as followed, ideally closer to the edge than this, so one can see they are really
together:

WORM

SHOWER

icosahedron (1 text per face, any order, except for ‘couples’, to be displayed on adjacent faces)
1. sexless lust less sperm & squirt more blood piss & shit
2.

two paid maneaters made cupbearers of the shit god

3. from a strictly orificial point of view horse penis to
4. human arse roughly the same as adult penis to child
5. had there been no jar no blood no pain would the
6. jar man have discovered the joys of self-fisting
7. years after the jar man looks at splinters of glass
8. remembers his arse torn blood all over with nostalgia
9. the other world in which more girls than boys
10. spend cash on getting arse-fucked by stallions
11. the other world in which some Mr. Hands arse-fucks
12. some foal leading to internal bleeding & death
13. Leda and the swan except this time Zeus is
14. a horse fucking Mr. Hands' rectum to death
15. were we spiders would you not my love kill
16. me eat me before I could fuck your brains out
17. were we birds my love how passionately would
18. we rub our single hole in a long wet cloacal kiss
19. were we mantises my love you would tear off gnaw
20. my head while I keep fucking the shit out of you

icosahedron (1 text per face, one adjacent to the next, creating a ‘path’ of reading)
1. The all too blonde, fake-boobed, high-heeled
2. Swedish flatmate is ready to go out.
3. “I met this girl in a club I go to.
4. Once she met this guy, neat, charming,
5. they flirt, and fortunately they decide
6. to go to her appartment to have sex.
7. A few days later, she goes to the doctor
8. [did she feel itchy, or just for a regular test?],
9. and soon after that gets a call from the police,
10. who want to know about her whereabouts.
11. They talk about the guy she had slept with.
12. The police storm his place and discover
13. human body parts in his fridge and freezer.
14. He had given her a fungus only found
15. on rotting flesh, that was discovered in the test.
16. It is probable that had she gone to his place he
17. would have killed her and chopped her body
18. to pieces.” The flatmate laughs, a bit nervous
19. saying she is going out now, to Maddox,
20. the kind of place this guy would go to.

